


People love the look of a 
beautifully clean carpet.

So why wait for your carpet 
to deteriorate from the 
FGGFDUT�PG�EBZ�UP�EBZ�USBGmD�
between cleanings? 

At Whittaker, we’re shifting 
the thinking behind carpet 
cleaning because we 
believe your carpet should 
always look its best.

With our Smart Care® 
system, every square 
foot of carpet will always 
save you money, save 
you time, and most 
importantly, look better.

TM



“
”

Encapsulation 
may prove to be 
one of the greatest 
advances in carpet 
maintenance during 
my 30-year tenure 
with the industry

#PC�8JUULBNQ�$FSUJmFE�.BTUFS�$MFBOJOH�
5FDIOJDJBO�CZ�UIF�**$3$�	*OTUJUVUF�PG�*OTQFDUJPO�
$MFBOJOH�BOE�3FTUPSBUJPO�$FSUJmDBUJPO
�*$4�
$MFBOJOH�4QFDJBMJTU�NBHB[JOF

Since 1961, the R.E. Whittaker Company has been 
innovating solutions for the long term maintenance of 
ZPVS�nPPS�DPWFSJOH��'SPN�B�nPPS�QBE�DMFBOJOH�TZTUFN�
and riding dust mop to our revolutionary low-moisture 
encapsulation process, Whittaker has always looked 
UP�CVJME�nPPS�DMFBOJOH�TPMVUJPOT�UIBU�JODSFBTF�UIF�DPTU�
FGmDJFODZ�BOE�QSPEVDUJWJUZ�PG�PVS�DMJFOUT���

Our Smart Care® machines and CRYSTAL® family 
of chemistries form a system that has been globally 
proven over the last 25 years as the most effective 
means to deliver consistently cleaner carpets at a 
consistently lower cost—all with the goal of extending 
the appearance life of the carpet you maintain. 

Whittaker is the leader in low-moisture carpet cleaning 
methods, and innovated CRYSTAL DRY® encapsulation 
DMFBOJOH�UFDIOPMPHZ�JO�UIF������T��'PVOEFS�%JDL�
Whittaker, pioneered the use of this technology as a 
more effective, safe, and environmentally sustainable 
option to traditional cleaning methods. 

Whittaker’s cleaning machine and chemical innovations 
have led to several patents and revolutionary 
techniques in the maintenance of carpet and hard 
TVSGBDF�nPPST��5IF�DPNQBOZ�JT�MFBEJOH�UIF�JOEVTUSZ�
with their CPS Color Positioning System®, an objective 
appearance measurement system to determine 
cleaning frequencies and objectively evaluate the 
effectiveness of cleaning programs on-site. 

About the 
R.E. Whittaker Company

®



1. Preventative Maintenance 
Preventative maintenance is the least costly yet most effective means to protect carpet appearance. Since 80% of soil is 
tracked-in on the feet of building visitors and occupants, the goal is reducing the amount of soil that contacts the carpet. 
Components include: 

Walk-off mats: Place at all entrances and hard-to-soft transition points to remove dirt, grease, and oil from 
shoes prior to tracking. 
Protective mats: Use in high-soil areas, such as underneath a water fountain, coffee bar or print station.
 

2. Daily Maintenance 
Daily maintenance includes vacuuming and spot removal.

Vacuuming:�'SFRVFOU�WBDVVNJOH�PG�IJHI�USBGmD�BSFBT�XJMM�SFNPWF��������PG�ESZ�TPJM�BDDVNVMBUJPO��$IPPTF�B�
DPNNFSDJBM�HSBEF�WBDVVN�UIBU�NFFUT�UIF�$BSQFU���3VH�*OTUJUVUF�T�DFSUJmDBUJPO�DSJUFSJB��)JHI�mMUSBUJPO�WBDVVN�TZTUFNT�
have longer life cycles, increased effectiveness, and contain dust better during daily vacuuming cycles. Check your 
mMUFS�CBH�EBJMZ���
Spot and stain removal: Accidents happen, and it’s best to reach potential staining spots before they have time to dry. 
Daily visual inspection should be performed by members of the vacuum crew. Ideal solutions for daily stain-removal 
needs are the CARPET ROAMER® Spotting Tool, CRYSTAL® Spot Tool and CRYSTAL SPOTTER® from Whittaker.  

Maintenance 

The Whittaker Comprehensive 
“Planned” Approach�JEFOUJmFT�UIF�UPUBM�
program of maintenance for the proper 
DBSF�PG�BOZ�GBDJMJUZ�T�DBSQFU��*U�SFnFDUT�
best practices drawn from over 40 years 
PG�JOEVTUSZ�FYQFSJFODF��'PMMPXJOH�UIFTF�
steps will ensure that you save time, save 
money, and that your carpets always look 
their best.  
 

Our integrated, four-part 
process prevents the 
buildup of sticky chemical 
residues and soil, 
protecting the color and 
appearance of expensive, 
carefully chosen carpets.

TM



3. Interim Maintenance 
"U�8IJUUBLFS�XF�WF�EJTDPWFSFE�UIBU�UIF�NPTU�FGGFDUJWF�DPTU�FGmDJFOU�BOE�TBGFTU�XBZ�UP�NBJOUBJO�JODSFEJCMF�DBSQFU�
appearance is with interim cleaning.

#Z�JNQMFNFOUJOH�NPOUIMZ�8IJUUBLFS�USFBUNFOUT�BOE�SFEVDJOH�IPU�XBUFS�FYUSBDUJPO�UP�PODF�B�ZFBS�
ZPV�NBJOUBJO�IJHIFS�DBSQFU�BQQFBSBODF�BU�MPXFS�DPTUyBMM�XIJMF�FYUFOEJOH�UIF�MJGF�PG�ZPVS�DBSQFUþ

4. Deep Extraction Cleaning 
This level of cleaning should only be performed on an annual basis, except in special cases such as poor 
TDIFEVMJOH�PG�JOUFSJN�NBJOUFOBODF�nPPEJOH�PS�FYUSFNFMZ�IJHI�USBGmD�DPOEJUJPOT�
 
Only pure water should be used unless other types of chemicals have been allowed to accumulate. In this case, 
we recommend the application of CRYSTAL EXTRACT®�FODBQTVMBUJOH�QSFTQSBZ�QSJPS�UP�IPU�XBUFS�FYUSBDUJPO��'PS�
best results, agitate the CRYSTAL EXTRACT® with a Whittaker Smart Care® TWIN or TRIO machine to increase 
effectiveness by agitating and lifting the pile.
 

1.  Apply CRYSTAL DRY® cleaning solution to carpeting with either a manual sprayer or a machine-
mounted electric applicator. CRYSTAL DRY® DMFBOJOH�TPMVUJPO�JT�OPO�IB[BSEPVT�(SFFO�4FBM�DFSUJmFE�
WoolSafe®�BQQSPWFE�BOE�TBGF�GPS�TUBJO�SFTJTUBOU�DBSQFU�mCFST�

2.  Agitate CRYSTAL DRY®�DMFBOJOH�TPMVUJPO�JNNFEJBUFMZ�JOUP�UIF�DBSQFU�mCFST�XJUI�B�8IJUUBLFS�
Smart Care® machine. The Smart Care®�58*/�NBDIJOF�JT�TQFDJmDBMMZ�EFTJHOFE�UP�NBOFVWFS�JO�TNBMMFS�
facilities with sensitive equipment or furniture. The Smart Care® TRIO provides 50% more brushing 
action to clean large square footage facilities 50% faster. The Smart Care® agitators carry the CRYSTAL 
DRY®�TPMVUJPO�EFFQ�JOUP�UIF�mCFST�TDSVCCJOH�FBDI�UVGU�JO�NVMUJQMF�EJSFDUJPOT�XIJMF�MJGUJOH�BOE�PQFOJOH�
the pile at the same time.

3.  Vacuum in as little as 20 minutes or at the next vacuum cycle. CRYSTAL DRY® cleaning solution 
will completely encapsulate sticky soils in clear polymer crystals that are brittle enough to be easily 
vacuumed once dry.                                  

Compare this to the result of monthly interim maintenance with the Whittaker Smart Care® system:

This is the typical cycle of carpet appearance using hot water deep extraction quarterly, and no interim maintenance:

Interim Maintenance with the Smart Care® system consists of 3 simple steps:



TWIN Model:
Twin cylindrical brushes agitate and lift carpet pile, all 
in one pass. It requires very minimal training and less 
operator effort than a commercial upright vacuum. 
Stainless steel motor cover provides years of durable 
VTF���)BOEMF�NBZ�RVJDLMZ�CF�SFNPWFE�	XJUI�OP�UPPMT
�GPS�
easy storage or transport. Non-marking bumpers protect 
building furnishings. A variety of brushes are available 
for any application, and no tools are required for brush 
replacement or rotation. 

TRIO Model:
Three cylindrical brushes agitate and lift carpet pile, all 
in one quick pass. 50% more brushing action delivers 
up to 50% faster cleaning than TWIN model per pass. 
TRIO’s light touch control and machine-mounted solution 
tank provide less handle weight and reduced effort for 
operator. An integrated collection hopper collects debris 
during use. Dual landing gear protects brushes during 
storage. TRIO features a stainless steel motor cover, 
easy handle removal, and a variety of brushes.

Machines

$PTU�FGmDJFOU�UFDIOPMPHZ�DMFBOT�MBSHF�BSFBT�RVJDLMZSmaller footprint moves easily through small areas

Smart Care® Machines

15” TWIN Standard
20” TWIN Standard
15” TWIN Pro
20” TWIN Pro
15” TRIO
20” TRIO

15”
20”
15”
20”
15”
20”

2
2
2
2
3
3

1,460 - 3,345
1,850 - 3,805
1,940 - 7,770

2,700 - 10,790
2,915 - 11,670
4,050 - 16,215

59
62
65
68
67
75

800
800
800
800

1,100
1,400

Cleaning Width # of Brushes Cleaning Productivity
3BUF�	4R�'U�IPVS


8FJHIU�	MCT
 .PUPS�	XBUUT


Easy-to-change 
brushes 	OP�UPPMT
 Additional third brush

Removable handles 
	OP�UPPMT


Low-fatigue solution tank Integrated collection hopper

Easy-to-change 
brushes 	OP�UPPMT
 Ergo ez tank Quick change handle 

	OP�UPPMT


Stainless steel motor cover 5HPRYDEOH�SURWHFWLYH�ÁDS�
(optional)

TM



CARPET ROAMER® Spotting Tool
The ultimate carpet spotting tool for use with CRYSTAL SPOTTER® spotting agent. Its 
QBUFOUFE�EFTJHO�GFBUVSFT�UXP�EJTUJODU�CSJTUMF�TFUUJOHT���'*3.�GPS�NBYJNVN�BHJUBUJPO�BOE�
40'5�GPS�MJHIU�BHJUBUJPO��8IFFMT�BU�UIF�FOE�PG�UIF�CSVTI�NBJOUBJO�DPOTUBOU�QSFTTVSF�BOE�
NJOJNJ[F�GBUJHVF�GSPN�UIF�TLJQ�BOE�KVNQ�PG�PSEJOBSZ�CSVTIJOH�UPPMT��)BOEMF�JT�BEKVTUBCMF�
from 32” to 54”. Clean ordinary spots while standing, instead of kneeling!
 

CRYSTAL® Spot Tool
The new CRYSTAL® Spot Tool is a patented breakthrough innovation that uses chamfered 
openings instead of bristles to gently work CRYSTAL SPOTTER®�JOUP�DBSQFU�mCFST�BOE�
NJMEMZ�BHJUBUF�UIF�mCFST�UP�MJGU�UIF�TUBJO��5IF�$3:45"-® Spot Tool and CRYSTAL SPOTTER® 
can be conveniently carried in the custom designed CRYSTAL®�4QPU�5PPM�)PMEFS�CZ�B�
vacuum technician for quick and easy spot removal without a trip back to the supply closet. 
The tool holder is made of sturdy 600 denier polyester with a riveted steel belt clip.   
 

Smart Care® TWIN and TRIO Brushes
Our brushes start with an injection molded polypropylene core for true dimensional stability 
and balance as well as strength. Bristles are 100% polypropylene which, unlike nylon, will 
not soften when exposed to moisture. Polypropylene’s lower melting point also prevents 
EBNBHF�UP�OZMPO�DBSQFU�mCFST��#PUI�58*/�BOE�53*0�CSVTIFT�GFBUVSF�CSJTUMFT�UIBU�BSF�DPMPS�
DPEFE�GPS�TQFDJmD�BQQMJDBUJPOT�BOE�PSEFSFE�GSPN�EFMJDBUF�UP�BHHSFTTJWF��"�SFE�CSJTUMF�PO�
each brush indicates when brushes should be replaced.
 

Ergo EZ Tank (for use with Smart Care® TWIN Professional)
Our new Ergo EZ tank is designed for easy installation and removal on the 
Smart Care® TWIN Professional. No more taking apart the handle—simply insert the Ergo 
&;�5BOL�CFUXFFO�UIF�IBOEMF�VQSJHIUT�TOBQ�UIF�UBOL�JOUP�QMBDF�BOE�DPOOFDU�UIF�mUUJOHT��"�
CPUUPN�ESBJO�TVNQ�BOE�SFNPWBCMF�DBQ�XJUI�JOUFHSBUFE�mMUFS�IBWF�BMTP�CFFO�BEEFE�UP�NBLF�
clean-up after use fast and easy. 
 

Manual 2-Gallon Sprayer
This professional duty, two-gallon manual sprayer has a pressure-relief valve for safety. The 
translucent white tank is poly-molded for lightweight strength and easy viewing of liquid 
level. Base of the tank is designed to prevent annoying tipping and potential spills. The 
reinforced hose is 36” long, with a brass extension wand and tip to provide years of reliable 
service. A fatigue-reducing shoulder strap is included.

Enhance effectiveness and productivity

Accessories TM



Since carpets look cleaner immediately after 
encapsulation––but before extraction takes 
place––people often ask us, 
“Where did the dirt go?” 

We answer by comparing CRYSTAL DRY® cleaning 
agent and its encapsulated soil particles with a 
EJBNPOE��%JBNPOET�BMXBZT�IBWF�nBXT�GSPN�FNCFEEFE�
GPSFJHO�QBSUJDMFT�CVU�UIFTF�nBXT�BSF�OPU�TFFO�FYDFQU�
VOEFS�IJHI�NBHOJmDBUJPO��4JNJMBSMZ�$3:45"-�%3:® 
cleaning agent entirely encapsulates foreign soils in a 
clear polymer that still looks perfect to the naked eye 
PS�FWFO�VOEFS�MPX�NBHOJmDBUJPO��5IF�TPJM�JT�UIFSF�CVU�
all that can be seen is bright and clean carpet. The 
soil-laden crystals, once dried, are removed easily 
by vacuuming, which may occur at any time without 
adverse effect. 

CRYSTAL® 
$)&.*453:�

These photos are of dried, undiluted chemistry.

   

Daily
CRYSTAL SPOTTER® 
CRYSTAL SPOTTER® spotting agent is based on the CRYSTAL DRY® carpet cleaning agent formula in a convenient, ready-to-use package, 
with 22 oz trigger bottles for simple and safe use for general spot cleaning. Simply spray on a spot and agitate with the Whittaker CARPET 
ROAMER® Spotting Tool or CRYSTAL® Spot Tool. After it dries the encapsulated soil may be vacuumed immediately or at the next scheduled 
vacuum cycle. CRYSTAL SPOTTER® has received the Seal of Approval from The Carpet and Rug Institute, and is both WoolSafe® Approved and 
(SFFO�4FBM�$FSUJmFE��

CRYSTAL RED STAIN® PLUS 
CRYSTAL RED STAIN® PLUS spotting agent is an effective, easy-to-use product for removing stubborn coffee or red food-dye stains from 
carpet. It is conveniently packaged in a ready-to-use bottle, with a one-part application so there are no complicated instructions. It may be used 
XJUIPVU�IFBU�XJUI�HSFBU�SFTVMUT�CVU�JO�TPNF�TJUVBUJPOT�IFBU�NBZ�CF�BEEFE�UP�SFNPWF�PME�VOTVDDFTTGVMMZ�USFBUFE�TUBJOT��'PMMPX�VQ�XJUI�$3:45"-�
SPOTTER®�UP�FODBQTVMBUF�BOZ�SFNBJOJOH�SFTJEVF�UP�QSFWFOU�SF�TPJMJOH��/FVUSBM�Q)��

CRYSTAL® ODOR & PROTEIN   
CRYSTAL®�0%03���1305&*/�TQPUUJOH�BHFOU�JT�BO�FGGFDUJWF�BOE�SFBEZ�UP�VTF�PSHBOJD�TUBJO�BOE�PEPS�SFNPWFS�GPS�DBSQFU��*U�JT�TQFDJmDBMMZ�
formulated for urine and vomit removal and also works great on red wine, fruit and natural food spots. Its digestive enzymes eliminate odor-
DBVTJOH�DPOUBNJOBOUT��$01�����IBT�B�OFVUSBM�Q)�JT�GSBHSBODF�GSFF�BOE�JT�8PPM4BGF® Approved. 

CRYSTAL® OIL & GREASE
CRYSTAL®�0*-���(3&"4&�TQPUUJOH�BHFOU�JT�B�TBGF�FBTZ�UP�VTF�QSPEVDU�GPS�SFNPWJOH�PJM�CBTFE�TUBJOT�GSPN�DBSQFU��'PSNVMBUFE�XJUI�B�OBUVSBM�
soy oil base, CRYSTAL® OIL & GREASE spotting agent is effective on paint, oil, and grease without the dangers associated with citrus-based 
TPMWFOUT��*U�JT�DPOWFOJFOUMZ�QBDLBHFE�JO�B�SFBEZ�UP�VTF�CPUUMF�XJUI�TOBQ�DMPTVSF�DBQ��'PMMPX�VQ�XJUI�$3:45"-�41055&3® spotting agent to 
encapsulate any remaining residue to prevent re-soiling. No VOCs. 

Where Does 
the Dirt Go?

Whittaker 
CRYSTAL DRY®

Product claiming to 
crystalize

Improper chemistry can 
adversely impact the colors of 

BOZ�DBSQFU�mCFS�

CRYSTAL DRY® cleaning 
BHFOU�ESJFT�DMFBS�UP�QSPNPUF�mCFS�

color retention.

TM



Interim Cleaning
CRYSTAL DRY® EXTRA     
CRYSTAL DRY® EXTRA cleaning agent combines unique crystallizing polymers with effective detergent components, creating a perfect 
CMFOE�UP�FNVMTJGZ�FNCFEEFE�TPJMT�	CPUI�ESZ�BOE�PJMZ
�BOE�FODBQTVMBUF�UIFN�GPS�WBDVVN�SFDPWFSZ��*U�XJMM�OPU�DBVTF�SF�TPJMJOH�BOE�XJMM�JNQSPWF�
BQQFBSBODF�CFUXFFO�XFU�FYUSBDUJPOT��*U�IBT�B�OFVUSBM�Q)�OP�WPMBUJMF�PSHBOJD�DPNQPVOET�	70$T
�BOE�JT�OPO�CVUZM��$3:45"-�%3:® cleaning 
agent is portion-controlled to provide consistent dilution for consistent cleaning as well as cost savings through chemical waste elimination. 
Simple dilution, 1 bottle per 2 gallons of water. CRYSTAL DRY®�&953"�JT�(SFFO�4FBM�$FSUJmFE�8PPM4BGF® Approved and received The Carpet 
and Rug Institute Seal of Approval. 

CRYSTAL® STAIN BLOCK 
CRYSTAL®�45"*/�#-0$,�TUBJO�SFTJTU�BEEJUJWF�JT�BO�FGGFDUJWF�QSPEVDU�GPS�TUBJO�QSPUFDUJPO�GSPN�GPPE�EZFT��*U�IFMQT�QSFWFOU�DBSQFU�mCFST�GSPN�
being stained by red wine, coffee, red soft drinks, fruit juices, and more. Simply add 1 bottle of CRYSTAL® STAIN BLOCK to 1 gallon of 
CRYSTAL DRY® solution for conference rooms, food service areas, lobbies, and any areas requiring extra food and drink stain protection. No 
70$T�BOE�OFVUSBM�Q)��$3:45"-® STAIN BLOCK is the only stain block to be WoolSafe® Approved.

Deep Cleaning
CRYSTAL EXTRACT®  
CRYSTAL EXTRACT® encapsulating pre-spray combines unique crystallizing polymers with more powerful detergent components, creating 
B�QFSGFDU�CMFOE�UP�NBOBHF�EJGmDVMU�UP�DMFBO�DBSQFUT�XJUI�FNCFEEFE�TPJMT�	CPUI�ESZ�BOE�PJMZ
��*U�DBO�CF�JODPSQPSBUFE�JO�CPUI�4NBSU�$BSF® 
maintenance for dry vacuum recovery, as well as wet extraction. Simply add 1 bottle of CRYSTAL EXTRACT® to 3 gallons of water, spray 
and agitate with a Smart Care® �58*/�PS�53*0�NBDIJOF�UIFO�SJOTF�FYUSBDU�XJUI�XBUFS�POMZ��*U�IBT�B�OFVUSBM�Q)�OP�70$T�BOE�JT�QIPTQIBUF�
free and non-butyl. CRYSTAL EXTRACT® is portion-controlled to provide consistent dilution for consistent cleaning as well as cost savings 
through chemical waste elimination. It carries The Carpet and Rug Institute’s Seal of Approval. 

CRYSTAL® OXY BOOST 
CRYSTAL® OXY BOOST is a safe, oxygenated additive for use with CRYSTAL DRY® EXTRA and CRYSTAL EXTRACT® cleaning agents. This 
oxygenated booster solution is great for carpeted areas where food, coffee and wine stains may occur without odor. CRYSTAL® OXY BOOST 
IFMQT�CSJHIUFO�DPMPST�BOE�EJTMPEHF�UIPTF�EJGmDVMU�OBUVSBM�GPPE�TUBJOT�TBGFMZ�BOE�RVJDLMZ��4JNQMZ�BEE���CPUUMF�PG�$3:45"-® OXY BOOST to 
2 gallons of CRYSTAL DRY® EXTRA or CRYSTAL EXTRACT® cleaning agent solutions. This product will not interfere with the encapsulating 
properties of any CRYSTAL® product and is in compliance with all C.A.R.B.’s requirements. As with all CRYSTAL® products, no dyes or 
fragrances are added. 

CRYSTAL® SALT REMOVER 
CRYSTAL®�4"-5�3&.07&3�JT�HSFBU�BU�SFNPWJOH�JDF�NFMU�TBMU�TUBJOT�	CPUI�OFX�BOE�PME
�PO�DBSQFUFE�BSFBT�BOE�XBML�PGG�NBUT��5IF�QSPEVDU�
works by breaking down the salt and allows it to be easily lifted off the carpet with water extraction. Add 1 bottle to 5 gallons of water, spray 
and agitate product into stained area. Rinse extraction is required. CRYSTAL® SALT REMOVER leaves no residue and is in compliance with 
all of C.A.R.B.’s requirements. As with all CRYSTAL® products, no dyes or fragrances are added.

 

Spotting Kits
CRYSTAL® Spot Tool Kit
The CRYSTAL® Spot Tool Kit includes a custom-designed, 600 denier polyester tool holder with steel belt clip, innovative new CRYSTAL® 
4QPU�5PPM�BOE�UXP�	�
����P[��CPUUMFT�PG�$3:45"-�41055&3®.

CRYSTAL® Specialty Spotters
Keep your facility spot-free with Whittaker’s CRYSTAL® Specialty Spotters, a kit of environmentally preferred spotting agents. Including 
CRYSTAL RED STAIN® PLUS, CRI Approved CRYSTAL® ODOR & PROTEIN, CRYSTAL® OIL & GREASE, and WoolSafe® Approved CRYSTAL® 

STAIN BLOCK, your carpet will be protected from a variety of stain sources. All products are VOC compliant and come in 12 oz. bottles. This 
LJU�JODMVEFT�UISFF�	�
�CPUUMFT�PG�FBDI�QSPEVDU�

CRYSTAL® Spotting Kit 
The CRYSTAL® Spotting Kit includes: CRYSTAL SPOTTER®, CRYSTAL RED STAIN® PLUS, CRYSTAL® ODOR & PROTEIN, CRYSTAL® OIL & 
(3&"4&�)BOE�#SVTI���"CTPSCFOU�$PUUPO�5PXFM�



Systems

Smart Care® TRIO 20” System 
$MFBOJOH�3BUF�������o�������TR��GU��IS�
*ODMVEFT��
- 20” Smart Care® TRIO Machine 
�� 'JWF�DBTFT�PG�$3:45"-�%3:® EXTRA   
� 	FOPVHI�GPS��������TR��GU��PG�DBSQFU


Economical 
general 
purpose 
cleaning

Smart Care® 15” TWIN Standard System 
$MFBOJOH�3BUF�������o������TR��GU��IS��
*ODMVEFT��
-  15” Smart Care® TWIN Machine 
��� 'JWF�DBTFT�PG�$3:45"-�%3:® EXTRA  
� 	FOPVHI�GPS��������TR��GU��PG�DBSQFU
�
-  Two-gallon manual sprayer 
-  CARPET ROAMER® Spotting Tool 
-  One case of CRYSTAL SPOTTER®

Smart Care® 20” TWIN Standard System 
$MFBOJOH�3BUF�������o������TR��GU��IS��
*ODMVEFT��
- 20” Smart Care® TWIN Machine 
�� 'JWF�DBTFT�PG�$3:45"-�%3:® EXTRA 
� 	FOPVHI�GPS��������TR��GU��PG�DBSQFU

- Two-gallon manual sprayer 
- CARPET ROAMER® Spotting Tool 
- One case of CRYSTAL SPOTTER®

Nimble 
movement
through 
tighter, 
obstructed 
spaces

Smart Care® 15” TWIN Professional System 
$MFBOJOH�3BUF�������o������TR��GU��IS��
*ODMVEFT� 
- 15”Smart Care® TWIN Machine 
�� 'JWF�DBTFT�PG�$3:45"-�%3:® EXTRA 
� 	FOPVHI�GPS��������TR��GU��PG�DBSQFU

- Two extra brushes 
- Two-gallon electric applicator 
- CARPET ROAMER® Spotting Tool 
- One case of CRYSTAL SPOTTER®

Smart Care® 20” TWIN Professional System 
$MFBOJOH�3BUF�������o�������TR��GU��IS��
*ODMVEFT: 
- 20” Smart Care® TWIN Machine 
�� 'JWF�DBTFT�PG�$3:45"-�%3:® EXTRA 
� 	FOPVHI�GPS��������TR��GU��PG�DBSQFU

- Two extra brushes 
- Two-gallon electric applicator 
- CARPET ROAMER® Spotting Tool 
- One case of CRYSTAL SPOTTER®

Rapid 
cleaning 
for open, 
less 
obstructed 
spaces

Smart Care® TRIO 15” System 
$MFBOJOH�3BUF�������o�������TR��GU��IS�
*ODMVEFT�
- 15” Smart Care® TRIO Machine
�� 'JWF�DBTFT�PG�$3:45"-�%3:® EXTRA  
� 	FOPVHI�GPS��������TR��GU��PG�DBSQFU
�

Medium to large-sized facilitiesSmall to medium-sized facilities

TM



#FOFmUT

Every square foot saves you time
The quiet operation of the Smart Care®�4ZTUFN�NBLFT�EBZUJNF�DMFBOJOH�QPTTJCMF�XIJDI�JT�HSFBU�GPS������operations. Eliminates 
the higher labor, security, and energy costs of cleaning at night.

–  Smart Care® CRYSTAL DRY® chemistry uses green formulations with no VOCs, so it’s safe to use when your 
 facility is occupied.

–  The Smart Care®�4ZTUFN�JODSFBTFT�FGmDJFODZ�XJUI�IJHI�QSPEVDUJPO�SBUFT�VQ�UP�������TRVBSF�GFFU�QFS�IPVS�

–  Smart Care® CRYSTAL DRY® chemistry can be walked on within minutes. Whittaker minimizes the inconvenience to your  
 facility’s occupants.

Every square foot saves you money
– The Smart Care®�4ZTUFN�JT�UIF�NPTU�DPTU�FGmDJFOU�DBSQFU�DMFBOJOH�TZTUFN�PO�UIF�NBSLFU�BOE�TBWFT�ZPV�NPOFZ�XJUI   
 every square foot cleaned.

– The Smart Care® System minimizes water usage and reduces the potential risks for mold growth and costly remediation  
 in sensitive facilities.

–  Whittaker’s low-moisture encapsulation process protects your organization’s investment by extending the 
 life of your carpet.

– The Whittaker Smart Care® System’s high production rates of up to 16,000 square feet per hour translates to more area   
 cleaned per shift.

– The Smart Care® System’s color-coded chemistry and brushes make it easy for any employee to clean any job, which   
 can substantially reduce training costs.

Every square foot always looks better
– The nimble Smart Care® machines protect interior furnishings by easily maneuvering around desks, cubicles, and   
 congested areas, ensuring that both your carpet and your furnishings stay looking great.

– Whittaker’s low-moisture encapsulation eliminates “re-cleaning” costs.

– Whittaker’s low-moisture encapsulation means no reappearing spots from re-soiling or over-wetting. Carpets you maintain  
 will always look their best.
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